AN ELEGANT SEASIDE STAY

SOUQ AL WAKRA HOTEL QATAR BY TIVOLI IS A FIVE-STAR PROPERTY BLENDING ARTFUL QATARI TRADITION AND CONTEMPORARY LEISURE IN SOUQ AL WAKRA, A SEASIDE DISTRICT NEAR CENTRAL DOHA.
SOUQ AL WAKRA HOTEL QATAR BY TIVOLI

The hotel offers a convenient and luxurious stay with proximity to Hamad International Airport. Facilities include diverse dining concepts, majlis seating, Tivoli Spa, fitness centres, business centre, and meeting areas.

The 101-key property is comprised of former heritage houses where original character has been splendidly preserved. Shaped by an open and expansive layout, rooms and suites feature classic thatched roofs as well as sea and sand motifs, inspired by Al Wakra’s history as a pearl diving and fishing city. High-end amenities and personalised service complete these charming coastal havens.

ACCOMMODATION

101 Rooms and suites, including:
15 Superior Suites
21 Junior Suites
17 Superior Rooms
48 Classic Rooms

LOCATION

Nested amongst the distinguished Souq (traditional marketplace) on the shores of the Arabian Gulf, the hotel is located in Al Wakra, a prominent coastal settlement for pearl divers, sailors and fishermen since the 17th century. The property also has direct access to the adjacent Al Wakra public beach and promenade.

GPS (in Decimal Degrees or ‘DD’)
25.173611, 51.610277
RESTAURANTS AND LOUNGES

JARNEN
Indulge in a wide range of culinary delights that are sure to satisfy, either buffet or à la carte. Relish delicious authentic flavours, from seafood sourced daily from the local Al Wakra market, to BBQ prepared fresh to order from live cooking stations.
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Opening hours: Breakfast 7:00 - 10:30 | Lunch 12:30 - 15:30 | Dinner 18:00 - 23:00
Seating capacity: 152 seats (indoor, outdoor & private dining areas)

EMSHOOT
Feast on a selection of original Arabic and special Levantine cuisine mindfully crafted by our specialised Arabic chef. Choose from Arabic mezze, mixed grill or traditional sawani.
Cuisine: Arabic/Levantine
Opening hours: Lunch: 12:30 to 15:30 | Dinner: 18:00 to 23:00
Seating capacity: 110 seats (indoor, outdoor & private dining areas)

MARKHAN
Dine against a dramatic sunset over shimmering gulf sea while enjoying the ocean breeze. Our terrace offers perfect refreshment after a long day of business and activities. An indoor non-smoking area is also available, if you prefer to spend some quiet time in its beautiful interiors. Dive into a selection of Arabian fusion dishes served tapas-style, as well as decadent traditional desserts.
Cuisine: Arabic Fusion
Opening hours: 12:00 - 23:00
Seating capacity: 50 seats (indoor, outdoor & private dining areas)

MAHAADEG
Soak up into romantic views of sunset and a cool breeze. Our upstairs terrace offers a scenic panorama view of the Arabian Gulf, enhanced with an enticing array of international classics. Treat yourself to burgers, tempura and more, with a thirst quenching selection of mocktails. Warm beverages are also available.
Cuisine: International Bites & Bites
Opening hours: 12:00 - 23:00
Seating capacity: 30 seats (indoor and outdoor dining areas)

LOBBY LOUNGE
Enjoy a selection of light bites served fresh and quick throughout the day, including pastries, hot and cold sandwiches. Savour a relaxing break indoors, al fresco or take something on-the-go.
Cuisine: Pastries and coffee
Opening hours: 09:00 - 22:30
Seating capacity: 18 seats indoor | 20 seats at Sky Lounge area
MEETINGS AND EVENTS

MEETING ROOMS
Souq Al Wakra Hotel Qatar by Tivoli offers remarkable services to ensure flawlessly smooth stays for corporate guests. Two meeting rooms are available, fully equipped with the latest state-of-the-art audiovisual equipment.
Facilities:
- 24 hours complimentary WiFi
- Printer, scanner and photocopier available

MAJLIS STAYCATION
For a memorable celebration or exclusive get-together with family and friends, you may unwind in remarkable Bedouin style in one of our “majlis” or traditional Arabian tents, surrounded by various hotel rooms. Let us delight your group with Arabic coffee or tea, live BBQ, and a range of special local preparations.

OUTDOOR EVENTS
Celebrate your most precious moments with us and turn them into cherished memories. Our property is the perfect outdoor venue for your special events. Our dedicated Team will assist you in crafting an unforgettable tailor-made celebration with personal touches – because you deserve a heartwarming experience worth remembering.

We also cater:
- Weddings
- Henna parties
- Birthdays
- Reunion parties
- Family gatherings
- Graduation parties
- Exhibitions
- Ladies’ night
- Corporate events
ROOMS AND SUITES

SUPERIOR SUITE
Deluxe amenities and sophisticated essential comforts are yours to cherish. Start your days with true vitality, sipping fresh espresso and energising underneath a rain shower. Breathe easy during evenings with in-room dining, a well-stocked mini bar and more thoughtful benefits. Luxuriate in a king-size bed beneath a traditional thatched roof and reflect on a seamless stay by the sea.

No. of Rooms: 15  |  Bed type: King  
Average area: 43 sqm.

JUNIOR SUITE
Make yourself at home in a Junior Suite and find comfort in every detail. A living room with a sofa, king bed and spacious bathroom provide a delightful Tivoli experience with loved ones. Feel at ease with calming interiors, warmly decorated in shades of sea and sand. Stay comfortable and connected with high-speed WiFi and attentive personalised service.

No. of Rooms: 21  |  Bed type: King  
Average area: 37 sqm.

SUPERIOR ROOM
Instantly feel at home in a Superior Room with a range of excellent modern amenities at hand. Get wrapped up in the elegance of pure simplicity. Order an evening feast to the room or savour snacks from a well-stocked mini bar. Sleep peacefully enjoying the Tivoli experience.

No. of Rooms: 16  |  Bed type: King  
Average area: 31 sqm.

CLASSIC ROOM
Unwind in an airy contemporary haven designed for creating your own peace of mind. Soothing interiors feature refreshing motifs of sea and sand, a tribute to Al Wakrah’s origins as a fishing and珍珠城. Order room service any time of the day or night, or prepare your own hot tea or coffee. Enjoy a sublime sleep and wake up truly invigorated.

No. of Rooms: 48  |  Bed type: King  
Average area: 25 sqm.
SUITE FACILITIES
- Living room
- In-room coffee/tea facilities
- Mini bar
- Bathroom with rainshower
- Complimentary WiFi
- Flat screen TV
- Laptop-size safe with power socket
- Smartphone docking station with alarm clock

ROOM FACILITIES
- In-room coffee/tea facilities
- Mini bar
- Bathroom with rainshower
- Complimentary WiFi
- Flat screen TV
- Laptop-size safe with power socket
- Smartphone docking station with alarm clock

HOTEL SERVICES
- 24 hours in-room dining
- Valet parking services
- Complimentary WiFi in all rooms and public areas

LEISURE SERVICES

TIVOLI SPA

Tivoli Spa features separate facilities for men and women, as well as the latest wellness technology. Take advantage of a Vichy shower inspired by the French region's thermal hot springs, high-end products and more natural ingredients.

GYM

Two fitness centres, comprising separate men's and women's facilities, are sure to inspire genuine comfort and relaxation.

Timing:
- Weekdays: 07:00 - 21:00
- Weekends: 07:00 - 21:00

Experience effective tailored treatments against the physical signs of stress and ageing. Take pleasure in a spa sanctuary defined by Middle Eastern hospitality and Tivoli excellence.

Timing: 10:00 - 21:00